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Abstract

Observations from six Lagrangian Surface Wave Instrument Float with Tracking (SWIFT) drifters in January-February 2020

in the northwestern tropical Atlantic during the Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-atmosphere Mesoscale Interaction Campaign

(ATOMIC) are used to evaluate the influence of wave-current interactions on wave slope and momentum flux. At wind speeds of

4-12 m/s, wave mean square slopes are positively correlated with wind speed. Wave-relative surface currents varied significantly,

from opposing the wave direction at 0.16 m/s to following the waves at 0.57 m/s. For a given wind speed, wave slopes are up

to 20% higher when surface currents oppose the waves compared to when currents strongly follow the waves, consistent with

a theoretical Doppler shift between the absolute (fixed) and intrinsic (relative) frequency. Assuming an equilibrium frequency

range in the wave spectrum, wave slope is proportional to wind friction velocity and momentum flux. The observed variation in

wave slope equates to up to a 40% variation in momentum flux for a given wind speed. This is 30% greater than the variation

expected from current-relative winds alone, and suggests that wave-current interactions can generate significant spatial and

temporal variability in momentum fluxes in this region of prevailing trade winds. Results and data from this study motivate

the continued development of fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave models.
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Key Points:7

• Six Lagrangian surface drifters observed wave spectra in an area of moderate mesoscale8

activity in the northwestern tropical Atlantic.9

• Surface current and wind-wave directions were opposed over 10% of the time; dur-10

ing this time wave mean square slope was elevated.11

• Wave-current interactions caused variations in air-sea momentum flux of up to 30%.12
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Abstract13

Observations from six Lagrangian Surface Wave Instrument Float with Tracking (SWIFT)14

drifters in January-February 2020 in the northwestern tropical Atlantic during the At-15

lantic Tradewind Ocean-atmosphere Mesoscale Interaction Campaign (ATOMIC) are used16

to evaluate the influence of wave-current interactions on wave slope and momentum flux.17

At wind speeds of 4-12 ms−1, wave mean square slopes are positively correlated with18

wind speed. Wave-relative surface currents varied significantly, from opposing the wave19

direction at 0.16 ms−1 to following the waves at 0.57 ms−1. For a given wind speed, wave20

slopes are up to 20% higher when surface currents oppose the waves compared to when21

currents strongly follow the waves, consistent with a theoretical Doppler shift between22

the absolute (fixed) and intrinsic (relative) frequency. Assuming an equilibrium frequency23

range in the wave spectrum, wave slope is proportional to wind friction velocity and mo-24

mentum flux. The observed variation in wave slope equates to up to a 40% variation in25

momentum flux for a given wind speed. This is 30% greater than the variation expected26

from current-relative winds alone, and suggests that wave-current interactions can gen-27

erate significant spatial and temporal variability in momentum fluxes in this region of28

prevailing trade winds. Results and data from this study motivate the continued devel-29

opment of fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave models.30

Plain Language Summary31

Six surface current-following drifters were deployed in the northwestern tropical At-32

lantic during the Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-atmosphere Mesoscale Interaction Campaign33

(ATOMIC) to study how surface currents influence wave properties. In theory, surface34

currents in the opposite direction as the waves will cause a shift in wave frequency lead-35

ing to wave steepening. Increased wave slopes, due to opposing surface currents, may36

lead to increased whitecapping and wave breaking. Similarly, surface currents in the same37

direction as the waves are expected to flatten waves. Wind directions were relatively con-38

stant, owing to prevailing trade winds. Wave slopes varied by up to 20% at at a given39

wind speed due to the variability of surface currents. This suggests that surface currents40

may influence air-sea exchanges of gas, heat, and momentum through their interaction41

with waves. The effect of surface currents on waves is often not incorporated into model42

parameterizations, so these findings may be useful in the development of more fully cou-43

pled atmosphere-ocean-wave models.44

1 Introduction45

1.1 Importance and Background46

Air-sea interactions are an important component of the global climate system, as47

they modulate the transfer of heat, buoyancy, momentum, and gases between the atmo-48

sphere and the ocean and are a driving force behind creating boundary layer to multidecadal-49

scale patterns in weather and climate. Surface gravity waves are a key component of the50

air-sea interface and modulate the transfer of momentum from the atmosphere to the51

ocean through modification of surface drag (e.g., Janssen, 1989, and others), energy in-52

jection from breaking (e.g., Craig & Banner, 1994, and others), and momentum storage53

in the wave field (e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2004; Fisher et al., 2017, and others). Existing work54

on the role of waves in air-sea interaction often parameterizes this process using a wind55

speed-dependent drag coefficient (Smith, 1980; Large & Pond, 1981; Edson et al., 2013),56

or incorporates waves only through a wave age parameterization, which has been found57

to produce similar results as parameterizations incorporating wind speed alone (Edson58

et al., 2013). While these assumptions may be reasonable when waves are modified only59

by wind and when wind-wave equilibrium (Phillips, 1985) holds, significant uncertain-60

ties exist when other processes affect surface waves. A primary objective of the present61

study is to evaluate the significance of wave-current interactions, which are not typically62
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incorporated into model parameterizations on wave properties and momentum flux at63

small scales. Another focus is to compare observations with momentum flux calculated64

using the COARE bulk flux algorithm (Fairall et al., 1996, 2003; Edson et al., 2013), a65

widely-used scheme which incorporates current and wave effects on stress through current-66

relative winds and wave age, respectively, but does not parameterize wave-current in-67

teractions. It is well documented that surface currents vary at the mesoscale and smaller68

scales due to eddies and fronts (e.g., Molinari et al., 1981; Ebuchi & Hanawa, 2000; van69

Aken, 2002; Kim, 2010; McWilliams, 2016, and others); presumably, these current vari-70

ations would lead to spatial differences in wave-current interactions and momentum flux.71

In theory, a Doppler shift will modify the wavenumber and wave speed by an amount72

depending on the alignment of the surface current and the waves. Because the surface73

energy flux of waves is conserved, this will elevate wave slopes when surface currents are74

in the opposite direction as the waves, and decrease wave slopes when wave and current75

directions are aligned. The frequency shift is caused by the projection of the current vec-76

tor onto the wave direction; this component will hereinafter be referred to as the wave-77

relative current. In areas where currents are spatially variable such as across fronts, wave78

slopes would be expected to vary on those same spatial scales. This has been observed79

in the field (Thomson et al., 2014; Zippel & Thomson, 2017; Branch et al., 2018; Kast-80

ner et al., 2018; Gemmrich & Pawlowicz, 2020) and simulated by numerical models (Akan81

et al., 2017, 2018; Moghimi et al., 2019) in coastal areas where strong spatial current vari-82

ability exists. Specifically, energy levels, significant wave height, whitecapping, wave break-83

ing, and near-surface turbulent dissipation rates are elevated where currents oppose the84

waves due to wave steepening. Wave properties can vary on spatial scales of ones to tens85

of km (e.g., Thomson et al., 2014; Branch et al., 2018) or larger (e.g., Gemmrich & Pawlow-86

icz, 2020), depending on the structure of coastal features associated with current vari-87

ability, including river plumes (Thomson et al., 2014; Branch et al., 2018), fronts, and88

upwelling jets (Romero et al., 2017). Near river mouths, currents can even be strong enough89

to reduce the wave group velocity to zero and block the propagation of waves on the side90

of a front where currents strongly oppose the waves (Chawla & Kirby, 2002; Chen & Zou,91

2018).92

Only a limited amount of research on wave-current interactions has focused on the93

open ocean, where currents are typically more wind- and wave-following than in local-94

ized coastal areas. Romero et al. (2017) quantify current effects on wave properties as-95

sociated with the Loop Current in the Gulf of Mexico. Strong fronts with surface cur-96

rent gradients of up to 1.5 ms−1 over roughly 50 km exhibited variations in wave height97

and slope of up to 30%, with greater variation in whitecap coverage. At O(100 km) scales,98

storms and western boundary currents have been shown to modulate wave properties99

in the presence of strong surface currents (Holthuijsen & Tolman, 1991; Wang & Sheng,100

2016; Hegermiller et al., 2019). Wave-current interactions have also been shown to be101

significant at very small scales: Rascle et al. (2017) observed sea surface roughness anoma-102

lies across a 50 m-wide submesoscale front and attribute this to strong current gradi-103

ents of 0.3 ms−1. These results demonstrate that wave-current interactions associated104

with strong surface current variability are important in the open ocean as well as coastal105

areas.106

Wave-current interactions have been frequently studied using models. Mesoscale107

features on O(10-100 km scales) cause variations in wave properties through refraction,108

the advection of energy, the energy exchange between waves and currents, the aforemen-109

tioned Doppler frequency shift, and the effect of currents on the wind stress between the110

ocean and atmosphere (Ardhuin et al., 2017). Romero et al. (2020) quantify some of this111

variability on O(1-10 km scales) with numerical modeling, and demonstrate that wave-112

current interactions most significantly influence wave-breaking variables including white-113

cap coverage and energy dissipation, particularly when winds are weak. Wave-current114

interactions also have a strong influence on significant wave height at scales of tens of115
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kilometers (Ardhuin et al., 2017; Kudryavtsev et al., 2017; Quilfen et al., 2018). Sim-116

ilar effects on significant wave height have been shown at the mesoscale and at larger scales:117

Quilfen and Chapron (2019) show that current variability on scales of hundreds of kilo-118

meters can influence wave heights, and Rapizo et al. (2018) show wave flattening on even119

larger scales due to wave-following currents. Non-negligible effects of currents have been120

observed on other bulk wave variables including wave mean square slope mss (Rascle121

et al., 2014; Romero et al., 2020). Current effects on waves should theoretically be more122

significant for wind waves having frequencies above the spectral peak (Phillips, 1984; McWilliams,123

2018). While not the focus of the present study, it has been demonstrated that the re-124

verse feedback can occur as well; i.e., waves can cause variations in surface currents (Tang125

et al., 2007; Suzuki et al., 2016; McWilliams, 2018). However, model results have shown126

that this effect is only a small contributor to submesoscale and mesoscale variability (Romero127

et al., 2021). Hereinafter in this manuscript, “wave-current interactions” will refer to cur-128

rent effects on waves, rather than wave effects on currents. A main objective of the present129

study is to analyze the influence of wave-current interactions on short temporal scales130

and spatial scales of tens of kilometers with observations. This is of similar scale to sev-131

eral previous modeling studies (e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2017; Romero et al., 2020), but smaller132

than the focus of large-scale observational studies (e.g., Holthuijsen & Tolman, 1991).133

In areas with significant mesoscale or submesoscale activity, spatial gradients in cur-134

rents are often associated with sea surface temperature (SST) fronts. SST fronts can gen-135

erate spatial variations in air-sea heat fluxes, which can in turn modify momentum fluxes,136

wind, and waves. For instance, heating over the warm side of a front destabilizes the at-137

mospheric boundary layer, which induces atmospheric convection and increases surface138

wind speeds through either downward momentum transfer (Wallace et al., 1989) or hor-139

izontal pressure gradients (Lindzen & Nigam, 1987). These increases in wind speed can140

then influence the high frequency part of the wave spectrum. The modification of air-141

sea fluxes by SST fronts has been observed and modeled at the submesoscale (Shao et142

al., 2019; Redelsperger et al., 2019) and at the mesoscale (Businger & Shaw, 1984; Friehe143

et al., 1991; Chelton et al., 2001, 2004; Gaube et al., 2015). The primary focus of this144

work will be direct effects of the currents on waves and momentum flux, but it is impor-145

tant to note that indirect effects such as those induced by SST fronts may also be sig-146

nificant.147

1.2 Theory148

We expect mss to vary as a result of currents opposing or following the waves, which149

will further influence surface stress (i.e., momentum flux). We know that150

τ = ρau
2
∗, (1)

where151

u∗ = C
1/2
D (U10 − Ucosθ). (2)

Parameter τ is the surface wind stress, ρa is the air density, u∗ is the friction velocity,152

CD is the drag coefficient, U10 is the 10 meter wind speed, U is the surface current, and153

θ is the angle between the surface current direction and the average wave direction in154

an equilibrium frequency range (fmax − fmin). Assuming that the source of wave en-155

ergy (i.e., wind) is balanced by wave breaking and nonlinear effects (Phillips, 1984, 1985),156

and that the wind energy input is proportional to u∗ and mss (Plant, 1982), u∗ can be157

defined as a function of the wave energy spectrum E(f), which scales with f−4 (Phillips,158

1985; Juszko et al., 1995; Thomson et al., 2013; Voermans et al., 2020). Within the equi-159

librium frequency range,160

u∗ =

∫ fmax

fmin

E(f)f42π3

βI(p)g(fmax − fmin)
df. (3)
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Parameter f is the wave frequency, β is an empirically determined constant taken as 0.012,161

g is gravitational acceleration, and I is the wave directional spreading function with pa-162

rameter p as defined by Phillips (1985). Following Phillips (1985), we assume a constant163

p=0.5 and I(p)=2.5. By combining the above equation with the similar relation of Kitaigorodskii164

(1983),165

mss =

∫ fmax

fmin

E(f)f416π4

g2
df, (4)

u∗ can be related to mss as166

u∗
mss

=
g

8πβI(p)(fmax − fmin)
. (5)

Equation 5 demonstrates that mss and u∗ are directly proportional under the assump-167

tions that the equilibrium frequency range fmax−fmin, β, and I(p) are constant. The168

present study makes these assumptions, so observations presented in terms of mss and169

u∗ are essentially equivalent and differ only by a constant factor.170

When waves encounter a uniform current in the same or opposite direction as the171

waves, the Doppler shift effect leads to a shift in wave frequency by an amount propor-172

tional to wavenumber and the component of the current velocity aligned with the waves173

(Phillips, 1984). This frequency shift can be defined using174

ω = σ + ~u · ~k = σ + Ukcos(θ), (6)

where ω is the absolute frequency of the wave in a fixed reference frame and σ is the in-175

trinsic frequency defined with the deep-water wave dispersion relation,176

σ = 2πf =
√
gk. (7)

Parameter ~u is the current and ~k is the wavenumber. Currents opposing the direction177

of wave propagation will cause an increase in wavenumber and decrease in wave speed178

proportional to the current speed. To conserve the surface energy flux of the waves, they179

must steepen. If waves reach a critical steepness, they can break (Phillips, 1984; van der180

Westhuysen, 2012; Thomson et al., 2014; Romero et al., 2017; Zippel & Thomson, 2017;181

Gemmrich & Pawlowicz, 2020). Similarly, currents in the same direction as the waves182

will experience a decrease in wavenumber, increase in wave speed, and flattening. Wave183

properties are further modified when strong vertical (Choi, 2009; Banihashemi et al., 2017;184

Ellingsen & Li, 2017; Banihashemi & Kirby, 2019) or horizontal (Haus, 2007) current185

shear exists. By substituting the absolute frequency (equation 6) into equation 4 and186

rewriting terms using equation 7, we can obtain an equation for mss (or equilibrium u∗,187

using equation 3),188

mss =

∫ fmax

fmin

16π4f4E(f)

g2

(
1 +

8πfU

g
+

24π2f2U2

g2
+

32π3f3U3

g3
+

16π4f4U4

g4

)
df, (8)

as a function of U and E(f), which is expected to increase at increasing wind speeds (equa-189

tions 2,3). Using equation 8, we can calculate an expected variation in mss or u∗ when190

a nonzero uniform current U is imposed.191

The theory suggests that the relative surface current would also contribute to vari-192

ability in u∗, both by modifying the current-relative wind speed (U10−Ucosθ in equa-193

tion 2; Figure 1a) and through the Doppler shift effect (Figure 1b). A recent study es-194

timated wind speed from in situ observations of wave spectra and found that observed195

wind speeds between 3 and 12 ms−1 are generally consistent with values predicted from196

equation 3, with uncertainty resulting from sea state and buoy motion (Voermans et al.,197

2020). While wave properties vary significantly due to the Doppler shift effect in coastal198

regions where surface currents are strong and variable (Thomson et al., 2014; Campana199
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Figure 1. (a) Expected variation in u∗ due to the direct effect of currents, assuming CD from

Large and Pond (1981) (current-relative wind, equation 2); (b) Expected variation in u∗ due to

the Doppler shift effect (wave-current interaction, equations 5,8).

et al., 2016; Zippel & Thomson, 2017; Gemmrich & Pawlowicz, 2020), the influence of200

wave-current interactions on u∗ has not been explored in the open ocean using obser-201

vations, with the exception of areas with strong mesoscale activity and current variations202

(Holthuijsen & Tolman, 1991; Romero et al., 2017; Hegermiller et al., 2019). The the-203

ory suggests that even small changes in surface currents will have non-negligible effects204

on u∗ (Figure 1b), so wave-current interactions may still be important in locations away205

from coastal areas or major western boundary currents. Furthermore, areas without strong206

mesoscale activity are more representative of the global ocean as a whole. A goal of the207

present study is to evaluate the impact of wave-current interactions in a region of mod-208

erate mesoscale activity (Figure 2).209

2 Methods210

2.1 Study site211

The NOAA Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-atmosphere Mesoscale Interaction Campaign212

(ATOMIC), part of EUREC4A (Stevens et al., 2021), took place in January-February213

2020 in the northwestern tropical Atlantic, east-northeast of Barbados (Figure 2). This214

region is north of the inter-tropical convergence zone and well within the trade wind re-215

gion. As a result, wind and waves are typically strong and westward following the pre-216

vailing trade winds, with minimal directional variation. The ATOMIC study site is also217

adjacent to a region that has strong oceanic mesoscale activity (Figure 2) and spatial218

variability in ocean temperature and salinity: The outflows of the Amazon and Orinoco219

Rivers are nearby and large mesoscale ocean eddies are generated by the North Brazil220

Current (Fratantoni & Glickson, 2002; Ffield, 2005; Fratantoni & Richardson, 2006). De-221

spite this, only moderate eddy kinetic energy was observed during the field campaign222

(Figure 2) because the study site is farther north than the region of highest eddy kinetic223

energy and freshwater discharge (Reverdin et al., 2021) and the field campaign took place224

before the boreal spring peak in discharge (Coles et al., 2013). However, river outflow225
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Figure 2. Eddy kinetic energy calculated from Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring

Service (CMEMS) satellite sea level anomalies on February 1, 2020. The rectangular box denotes

the study area where SWIFTs were deployed and recovered. Inset images picture the two types

of SWIFTs deployed during ATOMIC.

or mesoscale eddies are still likely responsible for the observed submesoscale spatial vari-226

ability in the ATOMIC study area (Figure 2).227

2.2 SWIFT observations228

During the ATOMIC field campaign, two version 3 (v3) Surface Wave Instrument229

Float with Tracking (SWIFT) drifters (Thomson, 2012) and four version 4 (v4) SWIFT230

drifters (Thomson et al., 2019) were deployed. The field campaign consisted of two cruise231

legs on the NOAA Ship Ronald H. Brown (Quinn et al., 2021) and eleven NOAA P-3232

aircraft flights (Pincus et al., 2021) from Barbados to the study area shown in Figure233

2. SWIFT drifters were deployed twice from the NOAA Ship Ronald H. Brown: from234

14 Jan 2020 to 22 Jan 2020 during Leg 1 and from 30 Jan 2020 to 11 Feb 2020 during235

Leg 2. Leg 1 deployments were made in the northeastern part of the study area, and Leg236

2 deployments were made in the southwestern part of the study area. Details of these237

deployments and other measurements that were made during ATOMIC from the NOAA238

Ship Ronald H. Brown or other oceanic platforms are included in Quinn et al. (2021).239

During both legs of ATOMIC, ocean temperature fronts were identified using satel-240

lite measurements and shipboard sensors. SWIFTs were then strategically deployed in241

a line across the front, with 5-10 km spacing between each drifter’s initial deployment242

position. This strategy ensured that significant spatial variability in ocean temperature243

and surface currents was observed during the beginning of each deployment. Towards244

the end of deployments, SWIFT drifters converged to one (leg 1) or two (leg 2) general245

geographic areas due to currents.246

V3 and v4 SWIFTs differed in height and had instrumentation at different heights247

and depths. V4 SWIFTs were equipped with Vaisala WXT350 meteorological sensors248

at 0.5 m height, which measured parameters including air temperature, relative humid-249

ity, and wind speed and direction. V3 SWIFTs were equipped with Airmar 200WX me-250
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teorological sensors at 0.8 m height, which measured the above parameters excluding rel-251

ative humidity. Aanderaa 4319 sensors measured conductivity and ocean temperature252

at 0.3 m depth on v4 SWIFTs and at 0.5 m and 1.0 m on v3 SWIFTs. A downlooking253

pulse-coherent Nortek Aquadopp ADCP measured high-resolution vertical profiles of ve-254

locity that were used to estimate turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates from one of255

the v3 SWIFTs using the second-order structure function of velocity profiles (Wiles et256

al., 2006; Thomson, 2012). Nortek Signature 1000 (v4) or Nortek Aquadopp (v3) AD-257

CPs measured ocean current velocities below 0.5 m. Directional wave spectra and bulk258

wave parameters were estimated from inertial motion observations on both v3 and v4259

SWIFTs using a Microstrain 3DM-GX3-35 (v3) or SBG Ellipse (v4) attitude and head-260

ing reference system (AHRS). These systems also included GPS measurements, with wave261

spectral processing as described in Thomson et al. (2018). Raw data were processed on-262

board, and spectral results were sent via Iridium telemetry once per hour, correspond-263

ing to a 10 minute burst of raw data at the top of each hour.264

2.3 Data processing265

Offsets in wind speed measurements were calibrated using shipboard observations266

made when a drifter was within 5 km of the ship by assuming that ship and drifter ob-267

servations should be identical and performing linear regressions for each platform (Thomson268

et al., 2021). If fewer than 5 collocated data points were available for a given regression,269

offsets were first corrected using observations from another drifter that was near the ship.270

For one v4 drifter, a distance limit of 15 km was used because of a lack of data from other271

drifters closer than that. Root mean square errors in offsets were generally lower than272

sensor precision specifications; wind speed observations from individual SWIFTs had un-273

certainties between 0.24 and 0.96 ms−1.274

SWIFT drifters are nearly Lagrangian, surface-following platforms (Thomson, 2012),275

which drift with the surface currents. Surface currents are estimated from the drift track276

of SWIFTs after subtracting the contribution from Stokes drift following the methods277

of Thomson et al. (2019). These Stokes corrections are small (cms−1) relative to the sur-278

face currents. mss and equilibrium u∗ are calculated from wave spectra, assuming a con-279

stant equilibrium frequency range over which the source and sink of wave energy is bal-280

anced (equations 3 and 4). (Thomson et al., 2013) define the equilibrium frequency range281

as between 0.2 and 0.4 s−1. We slightly modify this range and use fmin = 0.25 s−1 and282

fmax = 0.4 s−1 since since swell is occasionally observed at frequencies between 0.2 and283

0.25 s−1. Linear fits to the equilibrium range of the spectra in log-log space have an av-284

erage slope of -3.89 (Figure 3a,c), roughly consistent with the theoretical f−4 shape. Mi-285

nor deviations from the f−4 shape are frequently observed, although spectral slopes in286

the equilibrium range are rarely less steep than f−3 or steeper than f−5 (Figure 3c). De-287

viations from the f−4 shape are likely due to noise combined with the limited amount288

of data (10 minutes) used to calculate each spectrum.289

Spectral shapes at high frequencies may be modulated by swell waves (Vincent et290

al., 2019) or coupling between the swell and high frequencies (Collins et al., 2018); when291

swell is strong (high wave centroid periods), spectral slopes are typically steeper than292

f−4 (Figure 3c). The transition between the equilibrium (f−4) and saturation (f−5) sub-293

ranges has also been shown to be shifted to lower frequencies when u∗ is high (Lenain294

& Melville, 2017). Sensitivity tests involving calculating mss and equilibrium u∗ using295

an equilibrium frequency range prescribed based on the wave peak frequency (i.e., as done296

by Banner, 1990), centroid frequency, or wave age produce results negligibly different from297

the above method (not shown). Removing spectra with significant deviations from the298

f−4 shape (Figure 3c) also has minimal influence on the overall results. To remove de-299

pendence on the selected equilibrium range, mss is normalized by the constant equilib-300

rium range frequency width of 0.15 s−1 (i.e., dividing mss calculated from equation 4301
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by fmax - fmin). Hereinafter, mss will refer to the frequency-width-normalized value rather302

than the unnormalized value.303

Wave directions are calculated using directional moments and the maximum en-304

tropy method (Lygre & Krogstad, 1986). For consistency with the mss observations, the305

averaged value in the equilibrium range is used as the wave direction. An energy-weighted306

average direction was also calculated, but rarely differed by more than 10◦from the av-307

erage direction and thus was not used. mss, equilibrium u∗, and wave direction data are308

smoothed over 3-hour periods because each individual spectrum consists of only 10 min-309

utes of data (12 degrees of freedom), which is not enough to obtain robust estimates of310

wave parameters. For consistency, all other atmospheric and oceanic observations are311

smoothed over 3-hour periods. In general, when winds are higher, waves are more en-312

ergetic (Figure 3a). This leads to greater mss (equation 4). An objective of the present313

study is to isolate the dominant effect of wind speed on spectral energy in order to eval-314

uate a secondary effect, in which opposing or following surface currents influence spec-315

tra and mss through wave-current interactions.316

Data collected during a large swell event that occurred from 19-21 Jan 2020 are317

excluded from further analysis because of the effect of swell waves on the wave directional318

spectra in the equilibrium range. First, when swell is strong, high frequency wave direc-319

tions are shifted away from the wind direction, leading to a much larger directional spread.320

Because wave energy is spread over a wide directional range, it is difficult to determine321

the direction aligned with the currents that would be expected to be most significantly322

influenced by wave-current interactions. Second, swell is associated with elevated energy323

levels between 0.25 and 0.3 s−1, which leads to spectral slopes that are consistently steeper324

than f−4 (Figure 3c) and therefore inconsistent with equilibrium theory. Swell modu-325

lation of the mid- to high-frequency portion of the wave spectrum, including shifting the326

transition frequency between the equilibrium and saturation subranges, has previously327

been observed (Vincent et al., 2019). To exclude conditions where swell significantly in-328

fluenced high-frequency energy levels, we only analyze data where the average wave di-329

rection in the equilibrium range is > 0◦and < 150◦, as high frequency wave directions330

during the swell event were typically 150◦to 300◦. This criterion eliminates data almost331

exclusively from the 19-21 Jan 2020 swell event, which comprise <6% of all observations.332

v3 SWIFTs are larger in size and much taller than v4 SWIFTs (Figure 2 inset) and333

thus susceptible to bias at high frequencies due to tilting at high wind speeds. To ac-334

count for this, mss observations from each v3 SWIFT are corrected using data from v4335

SWIFTs. This is done by comparing mss observations from v3 and v4 SWIFTs when336

a v4 SWIFT was within 20 km of the v3 SWIFT. Linear regressions of wind speed ver-337

sus mss are then developed to relate v3 and nearby v4 data, and v3 data are corrected338

by subtracting the difference between the linear fits at each wind speed. On average, this339

correction decreases mss by 1.5×10−3, or 6.2%, with slightly larger corrections at higher340

wind speeds. A sensitivity test that involved re-calculating mss and u∗ without mak-341

ing this correction (not shown) determined that correcting the tilting bias has little ef-342

fect on the results presented in subsequent sections.343

Data processing techniques used to correct wind speed and v3 mss measurements344

involved using observations from closely spaced platforms to develop a linear relation-345

ship used to make corrections. Spatial variations likely exist on small scales, so obser-346

vations from nearby drifters are not always equivalent for individual data pairs. How-347

ever, this correction method is reasonable for several reasons: First, many pairs of drifters348

were much closer together than the stated criterion; for instance, v4 drifters used to cor-349

rect mss from v3 drifters were only 10.8 km apart on average. Second, large amounts350

of data (n=598) are used to calculate the relationships used to correct v3 mss. Because351

of this, the spatial variability between drifters, a source of random error, is smoothed out352

when constructing regressions. Finally, in the individual case with significant spatial vari-353
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Figure 3. (a) Wave spectra observed from v4 SWIFT drifters during both legs of ATOMIC.

Energy at individual frequencies was smoothed over a 3-hour time period and in frequency space

over 0.059 s−1 (grey; n=1156). Colored lines denote average spectra within 1 ms−1-wide wind

speed categories. Spectra with a wave direction of < 0◦or > 150◦had significant swell input

and are excluded. (b) Histograms of significant wave height and wave centroid period from all

drifters. (c) Binned scatter plot of wave centroid period vs fitted equilibrium range spectral slope

for all drifters.

ability highlighted in section 3.2.3, variability is on scales of over 20 km and hence a cor-354

rection on smaller scales would not influence those results.355

3 Results356

We first evaluate the range of wind, wave, and current conditions observed during357

ATOMIC (section 3.1). We then evaluate how mss and equilibrium u∗ differ across dif-358

ferent current conditions in case studies on varying spatial scales (section 3.2) and col-359

lectively in the study area (section 3.3). Results are reported in section 3.2 in terms of360

mss to highlight the effect of wave current interactions on wave slope, while results are361

discussed in section 3.3 in terms of u∗ to highlight the effects on friction velocity and air-362

sea momentum flux. We reiterate that reported mss and u∗ are directly proportional363

and hence observations are essentially interchangeable: assuming fmax − fmin = 0.15364

s−1, β = 0.012, and I(p) = 2.5, u∗ will be higher than mss by exactly a factor of 13.0365

and higher than unnormalized mss by a factor of 86.7 (equation 5).366

3.1 Wind, Wave, and Current Conditions during ATOMIC367

Wind directions during ATOMIC were typically from the east or northeast follow-368

ing the prevailing trade winds. Wind speeds were variable: observed values ranged from369

3.7 ms−1 to 13.0 ms−1 with a mean of 8.2 ms−1 and a standard deviation of 1.6 ms−1
370

(Figure 4d). Variations in wind speed led to variations in significant wave height. Sig-371

nificant wave heights averaged 2.3 m with a standard deviation of 0.6 m (Figure 3b), but372

were elevated to over 4 m during the swell event on 19-21 Jan 2021. Significant wave height373

was positively correlated with wave period; a mean wave centroid period of 6.8 s was ob-374

served, but this value increased to over 9 s during the swell event. As discussed previ-375
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Figure 4. (a) Drift tracks of all SWIFT drifters during both legs of ATOMIC. Colors repre-

sent the component of the current vector aligned with the waves. Histograms of data from all

drifters: (b) wind (v3 only), wave, and current direction; (c) current and wave-relative current

speed; (d) wind speed

ously, we exclude data from this period. Wave directions in the equilibrium frequency376

range were within ±20◦ of the wind direction 78% of the time (Figure 4b). Surface ocean377

current directions were usually aligned with the wind and waves, but had significantly378

greater variability. Currents were westward and aligned (within ±90◦) with the waves379

89% of the time (Figure 4a-c). Currents opposed the waves (> |90◦| angle between wind380

and wave directions) 11% of the time. Current speeds were on average 0.21 ms−1, with381

a standard deviation of 0.11 ms−1. The vector component of the current aligned with382

the waves (i.e., the wave-relative current) varied between -0.16 ms−1 and 0.57 ms−1, with383

an average of 0.15 ms−1 and a standard deviation of 0.12 ms−1. Wave-relative currents384

were between 0.0 and 0.3 ms−1 75% of the time.385

As discussed previously, SWIFT drifters are Lagrangian platforms which follow the386

surface currents. Drifters often made loops and turns due to current variability on timescales387

of under 24 hours. This is considerably shorter than the inertial period, so these features388

are likely fronts or filaments rather than inertial oscillations. Surface current variabil-389

ity is especially apparent during Leg 2: Currents were slower and highly variable in the390

northern region with four drifters, and faster and aligned with the wind in the south-391

ern region with two drifters (Figure 4a).392

3.2 Case studies393

3.2.1 Case 1: Small-scale current loop394

Two SWIFTs drifted towards the southwest in the southern part of the study re-395

gion for a 60 hour period from 0000 UTC on 2 February 2021 to 1200 UTC on 4 Febru-396

ary 2021, during the second set of drifter deployments. During this period of time, the397

other four drifters were located about 70 km to the north. While the two drifters gen-398

erally drifted southwestward, a 12-hour-long shift in current direction caused them to399

briefly drift eastward. This resulted in the observed loops, on the scale of a few km, in400

the drift tracks at 54.82◦W in Figure 5a. Wind speeds steadily decreased from 9 to 4 ms−1
401

throughout most of the 60-hour period, though both wind and waves were consistently402

from the northeast without changing direction (Figure 5a). This is expected in a region403
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Figure 5. SWIFT observations from Case 1. (a) Drift tracks. Colors represent the component

of the current vector aligned with the waves, black quivers represent the current direction, and

cyan quivers represent the wave direction. (b) mss vs. wind speed for two SWIFT drifters from

2 Feb 2020 0000 UTC to 4 Feb 1200 UTC during leg 2 of ATOMIC. Lines denote averages in

1 ms−1-wide wind speed bins, separated by the wave-relative current (Ucosθ). All plotted bins

contain a minimum of 5 data points.

with prevailing trade winds. Wind speeds were between 5 and 7 ms−1 during the loop404

and several hours afterward.405

Because wind and wave directions were relatively constant, the 12-hour period of406

eastward currents corresponds to conditions where the currents and waves were in op-407

posite directions, as seen by the black markers in Figure 5. When currents opposed waves,408

mss was considerably higher than when currents were aligned with the waves during sim-409

ilar wind conditions (Figure 5b). Specifically, average mss at wind speeds between 5 and410

6 ms−1 was 9% higher in opposing current conditions. At wind speeds between 6 and411

7 ms−1, this difference was 21% and statistically significant at the 95% confidence level412

(Figure 5b). Currents opposing waves were not frequently observed outside of 5-7 ms−1
413

winds. The average difference in wave-relative current between the wave-following and414

wave-opposing conditions (pink and black lines in Figure 5b) was 0.22 ms−1, which is415

expected to be associated with a difference in mss of 3.6% due to the difference in rel-416

ative winds (Figure 1a). Thus the observed mss differed by a much greater amount be-417

tween current regimes, suggesting that wave-current interactions elevated or suppressed418

wave slopes while the surface currents were opposing or following the waves.419

3.2.2 Case 2: Submesoscale current reversal420

Two SWIFTs made a clockwise reversing turn, on the scale of 10 km, during a 60421

hour period from 1200 UTC on 2 February 2021 to 0000 UTC on 5 February 2021. These422
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Figure 6. SWIFT observations from Case 2. (a) Drift tracks. Colors represent the component

of the current vector aligned with the waves, black quivers represent the current direction, and

cyan quivers represent the wave direction. (b) mss vs. wind speed for two SWIFT drifters from

2 Feb 2020 1200 UTC to 5 Feb 2020 0000 UTC during leg 2 of ATOMIC. Lines denote averages

in 1 ms−1-wide wind speed bins, separated by the wave-relative current (Ucosθ). All plotted bins

contain a minimum of 5 data points.

drifters, along with two other drifters (not shown), were in a northern area of cooler wa-423

ter pool. In this location, currents were slower and more variable compared to case 1.424

Wind speeds were roughly steady around 4-6 ms−1 for the first 36 hours, before increas-425

ing to 7-9 ms−1 for the remainder of the time period. Wind and wave directions were426

consistently from the east (Figure 6a).427

Surface current direction varied significantly over the 60-hour time period. While428

winds were light (< 7 ms−1), surface currents initially opposed waves for 20 hours, as429

evidenced by the southeastward drift of the SWIFTs, before turning westward. Once winds430

increased to over 7 ms−1, surface currents generally followed the wind and waves. At431

low wind speeds, mss was significantly elevated when currents opposed waves (Figure432

6b). For instance, at winds of 5-6 ms−1, average mss was 38% higher when currents op-433

posed waves. Similar to the previous case study, this suggests that wave-current inter-434

actions elevated mss when currents and waves were misaligned. The larger spatial and435

longer time scales of this case, compared to case 1, are indicative of a submesoscale ocean436

feature.437

3.2.3 Case 3: 30-50 km front438

Three SWIFTs drifted southwestward during a 48-hour period from 15 Jan 2020439

0800 UTC to 17 Jan 2020 0800 UTC near the start of leg 1 of ATOMIC. A ocean tem-440

perature front existed between the southernmost and two northern drifters, as evidenced441

by a spatial difference in ocean temperature of about 0.3◦C (Figure 7c) across 30-50 km.442
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Figure 7. SWIFT observations from Case 3. (a) Drift tracks. Colors represent the component

of the current vector aligned with the waves, black quivers represent the current direction, and

cyan quivers represent the wave direction. (b) mss vs. wind speed for two SWIFT drifters from

15 Jan 2020 0800 UTC to 17 Jan 0800 UTC during leg 2 of ATOMIC. Lines denote averages

in 1 ms−1-wide wind speed bins, separated by the wave-relative current (Ucosθ). All plotted

bins contain a minimum of 5 data points. (c) Drift tracks. Colors represent near-surface ocean

temperature in the top 0.5 m.

Currents were also considerably faster south of the front, as seen by the long drift track443

of the southernmost drifter (Figure 7a). Unlike the previous two case studies, wind speeds444

were steady at 8-10 ms−1 throughout the domain (Figure 7b).445

Because wind speeds were generally invariant, we evaluate the variability in mss446

using histograms of wind speed, wave-relative current, mss, and ocean temperature in447

three wave-relative current regimes: strong and weak wave-following currents and wave-448

opposing currents (Figure 8). A threshold of 0.2 ms−1 is chosen to separate strong and449

weak wave-following currents, so that data are relatively evenly distributed between those450

two categories. Wind speeds were, on average, slightly higher when currents strongly fol-451

lowed the waves (Figure 8i). Despite the stronger winds, mss was considerably lower in452

these wave-following current conditions (Figure 8k). On the other hand, mss was rel-453

atively high, never falling below 2.5×10−2, when currents opposed the waves (Figure454

8c). These results demonstrate that in this case with nearly invariant winds, wave-relative455

currents were the primary driver in modulating mss. The near-surface ocean temper-456

atures associated with current regimes (Figures 7c, 8d,h,l) show that strong following457

wave-relative currents (> 0.2 ms−1) were almost exclusively observed south of the tem-458

perature front, while weaker following and opposing wave-relative currents were almost459

exclusively observed by the northern two drifters. These results suggest that the mesoscale460

temperature front coincided with a front in surface currents that led to spatial variabil-461

ity in wave-current interactions. While existing studies have demonstrated that wave-462

current interactions drive spatial variability across fronts in the coastal ocean (e.g., Thom-463

son et al., 2014; Gemmrich & Pawlowicz, 2020, and others), this effect has not previously464

been shown in open ocean observations outside of areas with strong current activity, to465

our knowledge.466
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Figure 8. Histograms of SWIFT observations from Case 3: (a,e,i) wind speed, (b,f,j) wave-

relative current, (c,g,k) mss, and (d,h,l) ocean temperature for three SWIFT drifters from 15 Jan

2020 0800 UTC to 17 Jan 0800 UTC during leg 1 of ATOMIC. Colors represent categories of

the wave-relative current: black denotes wave-opposing currents (Ucosθ < 0.0 ms−1), light pink

denotes weak wave-following currents (0.0 < Ucosθ < 0.2 ms−1), and magenta denotes strong

wave-following currents (Ucosθ > 0.2 ms−1).

3.3 Synthesis of all data467

Figure 9 shows the average observed mss and u∗, computed from equation 3 us-468

ing the equilibrium range of the wave spectra, binned by wind speed and separated by469

wave-relative current conditions for all SWIFT observations during ATOMIC. u∗ derived470

from wave spectra is generally consistent with the expected values of Large and Pond471

(1981). This suggests that wind speed and surface stress can be predicted from wave spec-472

tra alone and supports the findings of Voermans et al. (2020). At all observed wind speeds,473

u∗ increases as wave-relative currents decrease (i.e., currents are more wave-opposing),474

although the differences are not always statistically significant at the 95% level. The vari-475

ability in u∗ between different current conditions generally increases with increasing wind476

speed, which is consistent with the theoretical predictions based on the Doppler shift ef-477

fect shown in Figure 1b and equation 8. There are differences in u∗ between different478

levels of wave-following currents, which suggests that wave-current interactions may be479

important even when wave-opposing currents are not present. At wind speeds above 9480

ms−1, the spread in u∗ is smaller across current conditions than at slightly lower wind481

speeds. This contradicts the expectations shown in Figure 1, and may be a result of un-482

steady winds. That is, the wave field did not have sufficient time to respond to rapid vari-483

ations in wind speed when winds were high.484

To quantify the effect of wave-current interactions, it is necessary to isolate the ef-485

fect of currents from the dominant effect of wind speed on u∗. A multiple linear regres-486

sion assesses the variability in u∗ independent of wind speed: assuming u∗ depends only487

on wind speed and wave-relative current, the effect of currents and wind speed on u∗ can488

be individually quantified. This regression is described by Equation 9,489

u∗ = x+ y U10 − z Ucos(θ), (9)

which shows the average individual contributions of wind speed (U10) and wave-relative490

current (Ucos(θ)) to u∗. Using u∗ inferred from the wave spectra and U10 and Ucos(θ)491
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from the SWIFT observations, we find that x = −0.043± 0.006 (standard error), y =492

0.042±0.001, and z = −0.077±0.009 (R2 = 0.66). Physically, y and z are the contri-493

butions of U10 and Ucos(θ) to u∗. The offset x is likely an artifact of the differences be-494

tween the moderate- and low-wind relationship between U10 and u∗ (Edson et al., 2013),495

with additional contribution from the assumption of constant β and I(p) in calculations496

of u∗. This relation demonstrates that the variation in u∗ across different current con-497

ditions is greater than what is expected from the current-relative wind alone. That is,498

the observed spread in u∗ (Figure 9) is greater than the prediction shown in Figure 1a.499

A wave-relative current change of 0.1 ms−1 was, on average, associated with a change500

of 0.0077 ms−1 in u∗ (compared to 0.0035 ms−1 expected from equation 2 and Figure501

1a). Equation 9 suggests that the range of observed values of wave-relative current of502

approximately 0.7 ms−1 will lead to variations in mss and u∗ of 18%, at moderate wind503

speeds of 8-9 ms−1 (compared to 8% expected from equation 2 and Figure 1a). Another504

method of quantifying the influence of surface currents on u∗ is to calculate the differ-505

ence between the observed u∗ and predicted value from the Large and Pond (1981) re-506

lationship, which doesn’t incorporate wave effects, and determine a relationship between507

this residual u∗ and the wave-relative current. This analysis yielded similar results as508

the multiple linear regression, with a slightly smaller dependence of wave-relative cur-509

rent on u∗: residual u∗ decreased by 0.0057 ms−1 for every 0.1 ms−1 increase in wave-510

relative current. These analyses demonstrate that in the ATOMIC study area, which has511

consistent and strong wave-following currents, u∗ and mss may be significantly increased512

or decreased due to wave steepening or flattening from wave-current interactions. This513

is likely also applicable to other regions of the ocean with similar wind speeds and mod-514

erate current variability.515

These findings support the hypothesis that wave-current interactions in the open516

ocean significantly modify u∗ when currents strongly follow or oppose the waves. How-517

ever, the overall variation in observed u∗ is less than the expected spread for a single the-518

oretical wave after applying a Doppler shift; i.e., lines are spaced farther apart in Fig-519

ure 1b than in Figure 9. We expect that this discrepancy is primarily due to the direc-520

tional spread of waves. Calculated from directional moments obtained from SWIFT on-521

board processing, average wave directional spread in the equilibrium frequency range is522

around 45◦, with typical fluctuations up to 20◦. The spread may partially result from523

scattering effects from submesoscale current velocity variations (Smit & Janssen, 2019),524

which were commonly observed in this area. The large wave directional spread indicates525

that a significant portion of the wave spectrum will not be directly aligned with the sur-526

face currents when the surface currents oppose or follow the average wave direction. Thus,527

the net effect of currents on wave steepening or flattening will be lower than expected528

for a single theoretical wave. The assumption of a constant I(p) in the calculation of u∗529

(equation 3) may also have contributed to the weaker signal, as directional spreading may530

co-vary with the alignment and direction of the waves. In addition, nonlinear interac-531

tions and contributions from the lower frequency portion of the spectrum (Vincent et532

al., 2019) may have smoothed out differences in u∗ between current regimes.533

To assess the contribution of wave-current interactions to air-sea momentum flux,534

we calculate momentum flux from equilibrium u∗ and ρa observations using equation 1.535

The physical idea is the mss is a proxy for surface roughness, and that is directly related536

to the wind friction velocity and the momentum flux. ρa was determined from air tem-537

perature, air pressure, and relative humidity observations on the v4 SWIFTs. Because538

relative humidity observations were not available from the v3 SWIFTs, meteorological539

observations made on the NOAA Ship Ronald H. Brown (Thompson et al., 2021) were540

used to estimate ρa for these drifters. This approximation had a negligible effect, as ρa541

varied minimally (mean ρa on the ship was 1.172 kg m−3 with a standard deviation of542

0.003 kg m−3). Momentum flux calculated using u∗ from wave spectra and equation 1543

will hereinafter be referred to as τwaves. We note that using τwaves as a measure of mo-544

mentum flux is contingent on the assumption that wind-wave equilibrium is valid and545
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spectra follow the theoretical f−4 shape; see section 4.3 for a discussion. Figure 10a com-546

pares wind speed and τwaves: τwaves varies significantly between current conditions for547

a given wind speed. These differences are statistically significant at moderate wind speeds548

of 7 to 9 ms−1 commonly observed during ATOMIC. Equation 10,549

τwaves = X + Y U10 − Z Ucos(θ), (10)

represents the dependence of τwaves on wind speed and wave-relative current. Perform-550

ing a multiple linear regression, we find that X = −0.116±0.004 (standard error), Y =551

0.028 ± 0.001, and Z = −0.057 ± 0.007 (R2 = 0.61). Similar to Equation 9, X is an552

offset and Y and Z are the contributions of U10 and Ucos(θ) to τwaves. τwaves varies by553

0.0057 Nm−2 on average for a 0.1 ms−1 change in wave-relative current. Across the en-554

tire 0.7 ms−1 range of observed wave-relative currents, τwaves is expected to vary by 37%555

at moderate wind speeds of 8-9 ms−1 (equation 10). This variation is comparable to the556

change in momentum flux that would be associated with a wind increase or decrease of557

3 ms−1, according to the Large and Pond (1981) relationship.558

Previous studies have shown that wave statistics, including mss, are improved when559

spectra are normalized by the wave directional spread (Banner et al., 2002; Schwende-560

man & Thomson, 2015). We recalculated mss from the wave spectra after normalizing561

spectra by the directional spread (∆θ), in addition to the aforementioned normalization562

by the equilibrium frequency range width: normalizing by ∆θ had a minimal effect on563

the magnitude of mss; however, it increased the spread in mss between different wave-564

relative current conditions slightly (not shown). Normalizing by ∆θ2, the directional spread565

calculated with the second-order moments of the wave spectra (Thomson et al., 2018),566

increased the magnitude of mss but did not affect the spread in mss between different567

current conditions. In short, variance in mss across different wave-relative current con-568

ditions exists whether or not spectra are normalized by ∆θ or ∆θ2. Hence, mss only nor-569

malized by the frequency width are shown.570

4 Discussion and Conclusions571

4.1 Wave-breaking turbulence572

Surface currents modify wave slope depending on the alignment of the currents rel-573

ative to the wave direction. By extension, wave-current interactions are expected to in-574

fluence near-surface turbulence: If waves are steeper, more wave breaking would be ex-575

pected to enhance near-surface turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation rates (e.g.,576

Agrawal et al., 1992; Craig & Banner, 1994; Terray et al., 1996; Thomson, 2012, and oth-577

ers). TKE dissipation rates were estimated using the second-order structure function of578

high-resolution velocity profiles (Wiles et al., 2006; Thomson, 2012) collected with the579

ADCP on SWIFT 17, one of the v3 SWIFT drifters (dissipation data from other drifters580

are not available). Figure 11 shows that TKE dissipation rate, as expected, is positively581

correlated with wind speed. Wave-current interactions appear to have a weak but dis-582

cernible influence on dissipation rates: at moderate wind speeds between 6 and 9 ms−1,583

depth-averaged dissipation rates in the top 22 cm are elevated when currents oppose waves.584

Because each bin contains a limited amount of data, this difference is only statistically585

significant at 8-9 ms−1. At wind speeds under 6 ms−1, dissipation rates are statistically586

similar between wave-opposing and wave-following current conditions. While these find-587

ings suggest that wave-relative currents influence near-surface turbulence, the relation-588

ship is not strong. We infer that the lack of a clear relationship between wave-relative589

currents and dissipation rate is due to two factors. First, only a limited amount of dis-590

sipation data were collected during ATOMIC, and those data are from a single drifter.591

Second, wave breaking-enhanced turbulence is intermittent (Derakhti et al., 2020), so592

the 10-minute segments of data collected during ATOMIC may not capture small dis-593

sipation rate increases or decreases resulting from the roughly 10% changes in wave slope594
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Figure 9. Wind speed vs. equilibrium u∗ and mss for all SWIFT data during both legs of

ATOMIC. Lines denote averages in 1 ms−1-wide wind speed bins, colored by the wave-relative

current (Ucosθ). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the mean of each bin.

Grey shading represents the number of observations near a given wind speed and mss or u∗. All

plotted bins contain a minimum of 5 data points. The dotted purple line shows expected values

of u∗ calculated from the relationship in Large and Pond (1981).
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Figure 10. Momentum flux vs. wind speed calculated from (a) equilibrium u∗ inferred from

wave spectra for all SWIFT data and (b-d) version 3.6 of the COARE algorithm for v4 SWIFT

data, during both legs of ATOMIC. COARE 3.6 inputs included (b) observed surface currents

and waves, (c) observed surface currents but not waves, and (d) observed waves but not surface

currents. Lines denote averages in 1 ms−1-wide wind speed bins, colored by the wave-relative

current (Ucosθ). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the mean of each bin. All

plotted bins contain a minimum of 5 data points. Grey points represent wind speed and momen-

tum flux observations, smoothed over a 3-hour period. The dotted purple line shows expected

values calculated using Equation 1, with u∗ determined by the relationship in Large and Pond

(1981) and using the mean ρa observed by the Ronald H. Brown.
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Figure 11. TKE dissipation rate (depth-averaged in the top 22 cm) vs. wind speed observed

by SWIFT 17 during both legs of ATOMIC. Lines denote averages in 1 ms−1-wide wind speed

bins, separated by the wave-relative current (Ucosθ). All plotted bins contain a minimum of 5

data points.

and subsequent wave breaking variations. Additional observations would be needed to595

clearly define this relationship.596

4.2 Temporal and lateral variations in surface currents597

The SWIFT observations demonstrate that both temporal and spatial variations598

in currents exist in the trade wind region encompassing the ATOMIC study area. For599

instance, case studies 1 and 2 (Figures 5,6) show variations in current speed and direc-600

tion owing to a combination of increasing or decreasing wind speeds and larger-scale ocean601

variability, which modified currents throughout the area where drifters were deployed.602

That is, all drifters observed similar surface current speed and direction at a given time.603

On the other hand, case study 3 (Figure 7) exhibited spatial variations in surface cur-604

rents, as winds were relatively steady throughout the domain but current speed and di-605

rection varied between drifters; i.e., drifters at different locations did not observe sim-606

ilar surface currents at the same point in time. This implies that there is lateral shear607

in surface currents, which presumably drives lateral variability in waves and air-sea fluxes.608

For instance, at 1200 UTC on 15 January 2020 near the beginning of case study 3, the609

southern two drifters are roughly 30 km apart, with wave-relative currents 0.13 ms−1
610

higher (more wave-following) at the location of the southernmost drifter (Figure 7). u∗,611

and τwaves are 0.060 ms−1 and 0.043 Nm−2 larger at the location of the central drifter612

(not shown). This implies that an average lateral wave-relative current shear of just un-613

der 0.005 ms−1km−1 is responsible for average lateral variations of 0.002 ms−1km−1 and614
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0.0015 Nm−2 in u∗ and τwaves. These are significant variations which suggest that, along615

with temporal current variability highlighted in cases 1 and 2, spatial variations of wave-616

current interactions are a major source of uncertainty in studies assuming that currents617

are uniform on submesoscales or mesoscales. That is, surface currents influence mss, u∗,618

and momentum flux both when currents are spatially variable and when currents are spa-619

tially homogeneous but temporally variable.620

4.3 Applications to air-sea fluxes621

The latest version (3.6) of the widely-used Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response622

Experiment (COARE) bulk flux algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003; Edson et al., 2013) uti-623

lizes a wave model (Banner & Morison, 2010) to parameterize the effect of wave age on624

surface roughness and stress through the dominant wave phase speed (i.e., speed at the625

spectral peak), significant wave height, and wind speed, but does not consider the effects626

of surface currents on waves other than through changes in the current-relative wind speed627

(equation 2). Because the results from section 3 indicate that wave-current interactions628

significantly modulate momentum flux, we compare COARE 3.6 output, including and629

excluding parameterizations of the current-relative wind and wave age, to observations630

to evaluate the significance of wave-current interactions in modulating fluxes and gain631

insight into the effectiveness of COARE 3.6 parameterizations of momentum flux when632

surface currents are variable.633

Momentum flux calculated using the COARE algorithm (τCOARE), wind speed,634

surface current, and wave conditions observed by the SWIFTs and other atmospheric635

conditions observed at the Ronald H. Brown, is shown in Figure 10b. Figure 10c shows636

momentum flux calculated using COARE 3.6 and prescribing observed surface currents637

but not waves (i.e., identical to 10b except without wave height and peak period pre-638

scribed as an input). Figure 10d shows momentum flux calculated using COARE 3.6 and639

prescribing observed wave conditions but not surface currents. Wave phase speeds in-640

put into COARE were calculated from the observed wave peak period and deep-water641

wave dispersion relation. Even though centroid period is a more stable parameter that642

is independent of the frequency spacing of the spectra, we use peak period as the dom-643

inant wave period input into COARE because the current version of the COARE algo-644

rithm was developed using peak period. v3 and v4 SWIFT peak periods are inconsis-645

tent because of the tilting bias discussed earlier, so only v4 SWIFT data were used to646

calculate momentum flux using COARE.647

Figures 10b-d indicate that the variability of τCOARE at a given wind speed is due648

to both variations in current-relative wind (Figure 10c) and wave age (Figure 10d). There649

is a larger difference between current conditions when only current-relative wind is pre-650

scribed (Figure 10c) than when just wave age is prescribed (Figure 10d), indicating that651

spread in τCOARE between different wave-relative current conditions (Figure 10b) is largely652

the result of current-relative wind variations rather than waves. The variations in τ are653

much larger in the observations (gray points in Figure 10a) than in COARE (gray points654

in Figure 10b), because COARE represents the mean stress observed under given con-655

ditions and does not capture turbulent fluctuations inherent in the real world. However,656

the variability in average τ between current conditions estimated using COARE (spread657

between lines in Figure 10b) is also much smaller than in the observations (spread be-658

tween lines in Figure 10a). For instance, at typical wind speeds of 8-9 ms−1, τwaves varies659

by over 0.04 Nm−2 across current conditions (Figure 10a), while τCOARE only varies by660

roughly 0.01 Nm−2 (Figure 10b); i.e., τwaves varies by up to 40% while τCOARE varies661

by only 10%. This implies that air-sea flux studies that only incorporate current-relative662

winds but do not incorporate wave-current interactions (as done by wave age in COARE)663

will not represent variations in momentum flux of up to 30% (±15%) at moderate wind664

speeds and wave conditions.665
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Wave-current interactions also likely have an important role in the spatial varia-666

tions in sensible, latent, buoyancy, and net heat fluxes, which are influenced by momen-667

tum flux. Assuming standard bulk flux relationships between τ , CD, the transfer coef-668

ficients of heat and moisture, and the surface heat flux (as shown in Fairall et al., 1996)669

and assuming that only surface stress is modified and other terms remain the same, a670

30% error in bulk momentum flux will lead to an error of approximately 14%, or 27 Wm−2,671

of the air-sea sensible plus latent heat flux under average conditions observed during ATOMIC.672

As mentioned in section 3.3, a direct comparison between τwaves and direct or param-673

eterized flux estimates (i.e., τCOARE) requires assuming that wave spectra used in the674

calculation of τwaves follow a f−4 shape and wind and waves are in equilibrium. Time-675

and frequency-averaged spectra had a slope close to f−4 (Figure 3a,c), although small676

deviations from the expected f−4 shape occurred in a considerable number of spectra.677

Regardless, mss calculated from the spectra (directly proportional to u∗ used to calcu-678

late τwaves, as seen in equation 5) are indicative of the surface roughness and thus will679

modulate air-sea momentum fluxes, even if wind-wave equilibrium is not strictly satis-680

fied.681

Wind directions are relatively invariant in the ATOMIC study area. Many other682

areas of the world ocean have similarly consistent wind directions, including the trop-683

ics and midlatitudes with prevailing trade winds and westerlies, respectively. Because684

of this, the significant influence of current variability on waves and momentum flux ob-685

served in the ATOMIC region is likely applicable to other areas; i.e., wave-current in-686

teractions may be globally significant in modulating small-scale variability in waves and687

air-sea fluxes even outside of locations with large wind or current variations. This find-688

ing is of particular relevance to model simulations that do not account for small-scale689

spatial variations in surface currents, or those that do not incorporate wave-current in-690

teractions at all or comprehensively into air-sea flux parameterizations. Due to greater691

small-scale spatial variability in coastal areas, the influence of wave-current interactions692

on air-sea fluxes is likely significantly greater here, along with locations that have stronger693

mesoscale and submesoscale eddy activity such as near strong western boundary currents694

like the North Brazil Current region to the south of the ATOMIC study area (Figure 2).695

5 Conclusions696

Typically, in the northwest tropical Atlantic trade wind region during winter, cur-697

rents follow the waves at 0 to 0.3 ms−1. Currents also occasionally (11% of observations)698

follow the waves by greater than 0.3 ms−1. Conditions where currents were in the op-699

posite direction as the waves occurred approximately 11% of the time, preferentially when700

wind speeds were below 8 ms−1. Opposing wave-relative currents were never greater than701

0.16 ms−1. The three case studies demonstrate that surface current speed and directional702

variability exists on a wide range of spatial scales, from a few kilometers (Figure 5) to703

the scales of mesoscale features (Figure 7), and produces variations in mss and u∗ on704

the same scales.705

In conditions where the currents follow the waves (green and blue lines in Figure706

9), mss and u∗ deviate by up to 20% from conditions where the currents are neutral or707

wave-opposing (pink and orange lines in Figure 9) in moderate wind conditions. Signif-708

icant variations in mss and u∗ also are present across different levels of wave-following709

current conditions. Variability in mss and u∗ is greater than expected from the current-710

relative wind speed alone (Figure 1a), which implies that variability in u∗ at constant711

wind speeds is the result of a combination of the current-relative wind and Doppler shift712

effects of waves. The Doppler shift changes the waves’ slopes, and these changes in rough-713

ness are used to infer changes in momentum flux.714

These findings suggest that wave-current interactions are a source of uncertainty715

in predictions of mss or u∗ from either wind speed or current-relative wind speed alone,716
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and predictions of wind speed from u∗ such as those by Voermans et al. (2020). Vari-717

ations in u∗ of 20% roughly equate to variations in momentum flux of 40% at a given718

wind speed (Equation 1). This significant contribution suggests that the inclusion of wave-719

current interactions in models and parameterizations is crucial for obtaining accurate720

estimates of waves and air-sea heat, gas, and momentum fluxes. Existing parameteri-721

zations of waves and surface currents, such as those from version 3.6 of the COARE bulk722

flux algorithm, do not comprehensively consider the effect of wave-current interactions.723

Hence, even though the mean flux is still well represented by these models, they under-724

estimate the range variability of air-sea fluxes in the presences of varying surface cur-725

rents and waves (Figure 10).726
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